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FILE: GOV.PRO.FOR. 
Forest Investment Account 2005-06 

June 16, 2005 
 
To TEM/Silviculture Strategy Workshop Participants 
 
 
Re: Report on TEM/Silviculture Strategy Workshop Held June 8-9, 2005 
 
On June 8-9, 2005, the District of Mission hosted a Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping/Silviculture 
Strategy Workshop. The workshop was mainly funded by part of the District of Mission’s 
2005/06 allocation under the Forest Investment Account.  
 
There is a lot of relevant information in the following attachments so much of this information will 
not be repeated in the body of this report: 
 

 The TEM/Silviculture Strategy Workshop proposal sent to FIA. 
 A copy of the letter sent to potential workshop participants. 
 A copy of the TEM Workshop Evaluation sheet.  
 DOM TEM and Silviculture Strategy Workshop MS Powerpoint presentation 
 DOM TEM and Silviculture Strategy Workshop Field Handout 

 
Instructors:  
 

 Jeff McWilliams, R.P.F. from B.A. Blackwell and Associates focused mainly on 
silviculture strategies and forest investment analysis. 

 Bob Green, R.P.F., R.P.Bio from B.A. Blackwell and Associates focused mainly on 
ecological interpretations and how they can be used in operational forest management 
as well as the TEM and its various uses. 

 
Attendees: 
 

 Kim Allan, District of Mission  
 Bob O’Neal, District of Mission 
 Kelly Cameron, District of Mission 
 Steve Finn, BCIT 
 Cheryl Power, UBC Malcolm Knapp Research Forest 
 Chris Nunn, N&R Forest Management 
 Ed McWaters, Teal Jones (8th only) 
 Kevin Boness, Teal Jones  
 Lucy Stad, Ministry of Forests 
 Colin Mahoney, Forest Ecosystem Solutions Ltd. 
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It is presumed that as the participants were from a variety of organizations, that further 
knowledge transfer was carried out to other staff in these organizations by the participants.  
 
Workshop Notes, Stops, Observations and Lessons Learned: 
 
June 8, 2005 from 1:00 to 4:30 p.m. in the City Hall Conference Room 
 
The instructors reviewed the attached DOM TEM and Silviculture Strategy Workshop MS 
Powerpoint presentation. This presentation is both informational and self-explanatory with 
some of the main points made during the presentation being: 
 
 Conservation planning is important so that representative ecosystems are conserved and 

“at-risk” species and ecosystems are protected. TEM helps identify these. 
 “At-risk” species and ecosystems can be found using several sources such as: 

o MSRM’s Conservation Data Centre located on the internet at 
http://srmwww.gov.bc.ca/cdc/ is a very good resource. 

o Identified Wildlife Management Strategy, COSEWIC, SARA 
 Red-listed plant communities and species are determined by their relative rarity in BC and 

classified whether they are extirpated, endangered or threatened. TEM has identified that 
there are 7 relevant red-listed ecosystems in TFL 26. The presentation showed a modelling 
exercise that determined locations and priorities for these. 

 Refer to “BC Species Ecosystems Explorer” on BC government website which is a much 
improved and useful resource. 

 Karel Klinka has developed a “Rarefind” excel database. 
 TEM is very relevant for wildlife and Mission TFL 26 has subsequently completed a Wildlife 

Capability/Suitability project using TEM. The presentation referred to relevance in TFL 26 
using examples of Coastal-Tailed Frog, Red-Legged Frog and deer. 

 Site productivity and its relevance to timber supply analysis were discussed. 
 Strategic silvicultural planning and financial analysis were discussed. From this key 

silvicultural strategies including juvenile spacing, pruning, fertilization, commercial thinning, 
use of genetically improved seed and use of alternative species in reforestation were 
discussed as to their relative pros and cons. 

 In brief, Jeff’s conclusions were that juvenile spacing, pruning and commercial thinning did 
not make biological, financial and strategic sense most of the time and that if done, had to 
have good reasons to justify. Fertilization, use of genetically improved seed and increased 
planting of cedar could definitely be justified under certain conditions but that it was 
important to use the TEM and Silviculture Strategy to help determine the cases where these 
should be used. 

 TEM can be used for certain SP information and to locate regeneration, brushing, pesticide 
management and soil sensitivity areas as well as help determine species suitability. 

 
June 9, 2005 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Various Field Stops in Mission TFL 26 
 

1. Stops TR3 (polygon 764) and TR4 (polygon 766) on Keystone Road 
 

 Bob Green gave thorough discussion on importance of ecological classification: 
o Structural process 

http://srmwww.gov.bc.ca/cdc/
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o Need to determine relative presence of indicator plants as well as terrain 
features. Use MOF Coast Forest Region Site Assessment Form to gather data 
and determine site assessment including soil moisture, nutrients and 
subzone/variant/site series. 

o Soils are very important including coarse fragment content. 
o Necessary to dig sufficiently large soil pit as well as utilizing road cut information. 
o TR3 is CWHdm 01 while TR4 is CWHdm 07(05). 

 Jeff McWilliams led the discussion on management implications: 
o Not enough growing space occupied with current crown closure. Commercial 

thinning would not be a good option as these stands are past biological and 
economic rotation. As such, logging is due at any time. 

o While ‘H’ logs are worth a bit more than ‘J’ logs, once economics are considered, 
it is rarely worth the extra time and lost investment opportunity to wait for ‘H’ logs 
to grow so generally plan logging when logs are at mid-large ‘J’ size. 

o TR3 a great candidate for manual fertilization due to medium site, sufficient and 
well-distributed Douglas-fir and later stage in rotation. TR4 has a good site index 
so fertilization is not recommended. Fertilize TR3 in 2005 and wait at least 3 
years and preferably 5 years before logging (so about 2010). This could result in 
2-10% increase in yield. 

o Could also fertilize again in 5 years to keep yield increase going. 
o $/tree of $/m3 is a better measure than $/ha. although the latter is still mainly 

used by the funding bodies. 
o Timberwest would likely plant 800 Fdc/ha. after logging TR3 and would likely 

plant about 1,200/h of Fd, Cw, Bg or alder in TR4. Could also plant 1,400/ha. of 
pure Cw or pure Bg. Plant higher ground in TR4 to avoid higher moisture in low 
spots. 

o Managing alder is an expensive regime. 
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Stop TR3 – Current Forest 
 

 
 

Stop TR4 – Adjacent to but richer site than TR3. 
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Adequate Soil Pits Are Very Important for Proper Site Diagnosis 
 

   
Road Cuts Give Good Site Information Too But Be Sure To Confirm the Soil Depth 

 

2. Stop TR5 (polygon 682) just west of DA3 
 

 CWHdm/vm1 4/D(C) = 05 
 Stand is past biological culmination although total stand volume is still increasing every 

year. Stand is also past economic culmination age. 
 Could plant pure red cedar at tighter densities as preferred strategy (remember cedar 

value premium and higher basal area capacity). This would result in comparable volume 
to Fdc (i.e. site index is higher in Fdc but lower basal area = comparable volume). 
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 Past strategies on coast have been to reduce densities by spacing so that fewer stems 
will individually grow larger to lead to reasonable volume/ha and cheaper logging 
costs/m3. However, tree growth rae is often too high following spacing leading to lower 
wood quality, overall stand volume not being higher (may even be lower), investment 
cost of spacing etc. so not generally a good treatment. 

 Jeff feels that many stands at age 60-70 are at or past biological and economic 
culmination. Combine this with harvesting constraints (i.e. watersheds, visuals etc.) so 
there is an argument to take the 1st harvest pass as early as can be justified so that the 
average harvest age of the area will be closer to culmination rather than later. 

 

 
Stop TR5 (polygon 682) just west of DA3 

 

3. Stop TR6 (polygon 645) between DA1 and DA2 
 

 There are 3 observation points all in the pure red cedar stand planted about 25 years 
ago. Each has very different site series. 

 The site was previously spaced to about 700 stems/ha., which is too low as site is not 
carrying its optimum basal area or crown capacity. 

 Upper site just below road is 6/D = 07. Water table present at about ½ metre. 
 Just down the hill is 6-7/B = 06/12. Water table is < ½ metre on top of an impermeable 

layer. On top there is a wet, thick mor. Trees are growing much more poorly here and 
resemble the SCHRP sites on northern Vancouver Island. This site should be managed 
for cedar first with hemlock second but not for Fdc. 

 Where possible in sites like this, increase the amount of aerated rhyzosphere (zone 
where roots grow). 

 Third spot is about 100 metres further west where site becomes 4/B = poor 01. There is 
a significant Ae horizon, thick mor and lighter coloured leached soils present. This site is 
very nitrogen deficient compared to normal coastal sites that are somewhat nitrogen 
deficient. To identify similar sites on an aerial photo, look for good green along road way 
with yellower patches away from road (i.e. road spoil grows better trees in these areas). 

 Site should not have been spaced both from a biological or economic viewpoint. 
 Fertilization is OK biologically but economically may not be worth it on a poor site index. 

Fertilization is best value on medium sites. Fertilization actually gives a bigger % 
response on poor sites but as the overall growth is much less than medium, the total 
growth gain is less on poor sites. 
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4. Stop TR8 (HUT2 on Hunter Road) 
 

 This is the wetter end of CWHdm (or maybe drier end of CWHvm1). It is mainly 01 with 
some 06 pockets. 

 Most dom/codom trees are now beyond competition from the numerous smaller trees. 
Most codom crowns have lifted so commercial thinning would have limited response. 
Biological culmination has past. Jeff says that if CT is done, the stand will not be fully 
utilized. 

 Jeff says to not do commercial thinning and could consider logging. However, the stand 
growth has slowed a lot in the past decade and is generally small piece size and mostly 
hemlock so current economics not good. However, if you can make a small profit with 
CT, then you will make a larger profit with a final cut. 

 The dilemma is that if CT was done, it should be much earlier before biological 
culmination and crowns lifting; however, you wouldn’t be able to make money at this 
earlier time. 

 Cedar seeds in better after a light burn. 
 Jeff would plant about 1,000 cedar/ha. and rely somewhat on hemlock naturals. Fdc 

would also be a good species on this site. Jeff sees some mixed stand advantages but 
says if you keep Fdc and cedar separate, you may be able to optimize logging as Fdc 
will be ready sooner. 

 

 
 

Discussion at Stop TR8 (HUT2) 
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Stop TR8 (HUT2 on Hunter Road) 
 

5. Stop TR12 (SD1 spacing) 
 

 Jeff cautioned about pre- and post-spacing numbers. Sometimes 4,000/ha. is not 
uniform and has 1,000/ha. well established crop trees and 3,000 ‘losers’ so spacing not 
needed. Also spacing might remove some good trees to get the spacing distances right. 

 Need to do pre-plots with diameter and height classes and assess real competition.  
 If real competition exists with dom/codom Fdc, then spacing may be OK. 
 Should not leave <800/ha. Fdc after spacing or <1,200/ha. Cw.  
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Spacing example at TR12 (SD1) 
 
Important Lessons Learned: 
 Very important to do a proper site diagnosis including soil pits, road cuts and vegetation. 

Determine what limitations there are and what the site is capable of. 
 TEM can provide information to determine and model for various ecological and wildlife 

interpretations and is very useful for more comprehensive forest management. 
 Ensure sound science, good field data, research findings, financial analysis and computer 

modelling are all part of determining preferred forest management options. 
 Learn from Mother Nature; don’t ignore or fight with her, as you will most likely lose. 
 The original TEM and Enhanced Silviculture Strategy reports also lead to various 

conclusions with various ‘lessons learned’ as well that aren’t all repeated here. 
 
 
 
 
Kim Allan, RPF  
DIRECTOR OF FOREST MANAGEMENT 
 
Forestry\kimTEM_Silviculture Strategy Workshop Report 

 


